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Legend of Juliet and Antun - Croatia 
 

Unlike Romeo and Juliet, their love was happy.  

It happened in Hvar at the time of Renaissance, between Juliet 

Gazarović and Antun Lucić. Both of them were unlawful heirs of their 

famous, powerful and rich ancestors. Julia was the granddaughter 

of Petar Hektorović, a great Renaissance poet. Her mother was 

Lukrecija Gazarović, an illegal daughter of P. Hektorović. Antun was 

an illegal son of Hanibal Lucić, who was also a big poet, author of the 

most beautiful Renaissance poem „Jur nijedna na svit vila“. P. Hektorović and H. Lucić were 

friends in their youth, but at a later age there were some disagreements between them. Antun 

succeeded one of the biggest properties of Hvar, although he was an illegal son of Hanibal and 

unknown mother. Because of that he could have chosen any wife, but he decided to marry 

Julia, even though she was 28 and too old to get married at that time. Juliet's grandfather gave 

a dowry of modest 100 ducats, although the usual dowry for girls from Croatian noble families 

such as Hektorović used to be up to 1000 ducats. Anyway, it seems that after the death of 

Hanibal Lucić, who died after a long illness, everyone felt relieved and the marriage that he 

opposed to could finally be realized. When married, Julia and Antun Lucić were devoted to 

their noble duties-managing property and maintaining numerous contacts with the most 

important people. After the death of Petar Hektorović , his granddaughter Julia became an 

heir to the enormous area of lands and several houses. When he united in marriage with Julia, 

the two largest Hvar estates. Unfortunately, the marriage was childless so they are only 

mentioned in historical records. 
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Narcissius - Greece 

Almost each and every one of us knows the word: “narcissism”. Ever wondered where the 
word comes from? 

Ancient Greeks had a lot of fascinating myths, and the majority of them had a meaning to 

convey for people who often forget they are just mortal. The myth of Narcissus has a lot of 

versions, but here we are to focus on the most widely known one. 

 
Narcissus was a hunter from Thespiae in Boeotia, who he was known for his striking beauty. 

One day, he was wondering in the woods when Echo, a mountain nymph, saw him and fell 

instantly in love with him. Echo’s love was unrequited and Narcissus was punished by Nemesis, 

the goddess of revenge. It has been suggested that Nemesis was a version of Aphrodite, who 

would always punish people who would not appreciate the beauty of love. On a summer’s 

day, returning from a hunting expedition, Narcissus, being very thirsty, was lured by the 

goddess to quench his thirst in a lake. Leaning over the lake, he saw his reflection and was 

instantly drawn to it. Not realizing it was his own reflection, he fell deeply in love with his 

image but his own love for himself was unrequited this time. The story goes that he either 

drowned in his attempt to “meet” himself, or that his own passion burnt him. In both cases, 

what was left of him was a gold and white flower, the daffodil (“narcissus” in Greek). 

Αυτή η φωτογραφία από Άγνωστος συντάκτης 
με άδεια χρήσης CC BY-SA 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narcissus_(mythology)
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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The myth of Narcissus is an allegory for arrogance and loneliness. In today’s Europe, how can 

the myth of Narcissus help us realise what we should overcome in order to really feel part of 

the European family?  
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The Legend of the Wondrous Stag – Hungary 
 
After The Flood 

A long, long time ago across the vast plains of Asia there was once mighty and powerful 

kingdom.  Around its northern borders stood a range of high mountains and in the South it 

was bounded by the sea. Two mighty rivers flowed down across the land from the northern 

mountains and made their way to the sea in the south irrigating the fertile plain that lay 

between the mountains and the sea. 

The people who lived in this land between the mountains and the sea were wonderfully clever 

and were renowned for their art, science and wisdom.  They were a prosperous people in a 

fertile land of plenty and abundance. Originally, they had come from the northern mountains 

to settle the fertile plain after the Great Flood and they created a new kingdom. 

Nimrod 

Their king was a giant called Nimrod. He was a mighty hunter who was a descendant of 

Noah.  Nimrod ordered the construction of many great buildings.  It was he who constructed 

the great pyramid that overlooked the city of Babylon.  This was to be as a place of refuge in 

the event of future floods and also to act as a temple.  It was called the Tower of Babel. 

 

Construction of the Tower of Babel –Pieter Brueghel the Elder (1526/1530–1569) – Public 

Domain Image 

Nimrod was also a mighty 

warrior who built a great 

empire in north and eastern 

lands where he and his people 

moved into after the 

confusion of languages. They 

called their new home Evilath, 

which later became known as 

Persia.   Here, Nimrod 

married Eneth, his first wife, 

who bore him twin sons who 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/fc/Pieter_Bruegel_the_Elder_-_The_Tower_of_Babel_(Vienna)_-_Google_Art_Project_-_edited.jpg/320px-Pieter_Bruegel_the_Elder_-_The_Tower_of_Babel_(Vienna)_-_Google_Art_Project_-_edited.jpg
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he named Hunor and Magor. He later married other wives who bore him many children who 

went on to become founders of other lands. 

Hunor and Magor 

Nimrod doted on Hunor and Magor and he kept them close to him while they were growing 

up in his palace.  As they grew older and stronger, he would love to take them hunting with 

him. 

One day on a hunting expedition accompanied by Hunor and Magor and a hunting party, 

Nimrod gave chase to game that appeared before him and became separated from his son 

and the hunting party. 

The two young men, with their entourage, although separated from their father continued to 

hunt, thinking he would return to them later. As they continued, they came across a wondrous 

white stag.  In some versions it is a horned hind. 

The Chase 

In awe of the creature they gave chase and were led over 

many glades and meadows westwards. As dusk fell, they lost 

it so they decided to make camp and await the morning. 

At dawn the stag reappeared and again they gave chase but 

could not catch it.  It led them further and further afield and 

out of their own land but still they continued the chase. It led 

them over strange and foreign lands and over the mountains 

of Adjem in western Iran and through wild places and the dangerous swamps of Meotis, 

believed to be the Sea of Azov. 

A New Land 

At last they found themselves in a most beautiful country that was fertile with abundant 

game.   Still they followed the stag which led them to a lake which it leaped into and was never 

seen again.  The land was surrounded on three sides by sea and on one side a swamp which 

connected it to the mainland making a natural barrier. There were abundant game birds and 

animals and the waters around were plentiful of fish.  The new land was situated on the 

frontier of Persia. 

They Return Home 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/48/FeherSzarvas-ChroniconPictum.jpg/274px-FeherSzarvas-ChroniconPictum.jpg
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Hunor and Magor are disappointed they lost the hind but decide to return home. When they 

arrive, they ask their father, Nimrod, to build a temple for them in the new land they had 

found so that they could return and prepare and contemplate on their coming into manhood. 

A Great Teacher 

Nimrod consents and the twins return and live in the temple for five years.  During the sixth 

year they were preparing to return home when they were visited by a great teacher who 

taught them the ways of being a great king. 

Hunor and Magor, with their men, then explored the surrounding lands.  As dusk fell, they 

decided to make camp and rest until morning.   At dawn they were awoken by the most 

beautiful music they had ever heard. 

The Alan Princesses 

Following the sound of the music back to its source they discovered a group of young maidens 

who were singing and dancing to celebrate their festival of the horn.  The maidens were 

daughters of the Alan people and they were led by two beautiful princesses whose father was 

King Dula.  Hunor and Magor fell in love with the two princesses.  They kidnapped them and 

married them and married the rest of the maidens to their men, as was their custom. 

The Hungarian Nation 

In the lake was a great island which was very well protected and on which they all settled on 

the land bordered their father’s country to the north and east and stretched from the Black 

Sea to the city of Samarkand in Central Asia.  From the descendants of Hunor and his wife 

came the Hun nation and from the descendants of Magor came the Magyar nation.  In legend 

it is believed that from the union of the three nations of Hun, Magor and the Alans came the 

great Hungarian nation.  
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THE LEGEND OF ROMULUS AND REMUS - Italy 

 

 

According to tradition, on April 21, 753 B.C., Romulus and his twin brother, Remus, found 

Rome on the site where they were suckled by a she-wolf as orphaned infants. Actually, the 

Romulus and Remus myth originated sometime in the fourth century B.C., and the exact date 

of Rome’s founding was set by the Roman scholar Marcus Terentius Varro in the first century 

B.C. 

According to the legend, Romulus and Remus were the sons of Rhea Silvia, the daughter of 

King Numitor of Alba Longa. Alba Longa was a mythical city located in the Alban Hills southeast 

of what would become Rome. Before the birth of the twins, Numitor was deposed by his 

younger brother Amulius, who forced Rhea to become a vestal virgin so that she would not 

give birth to rival claimants to his title. However, Rhea was impregnated by the war god Mars 

and gave birth to Romulus and Remus. Amulius ordered the infants drowned in the Tiber, but 

they survived and washed ashore at the foot of the Palatine hill, where they were suckled by 

a she-wolf until they were found by the shepherd Faustulus. 

Reared by Faustulus and his wife, the twins later became leaders of a band of young shepherd 

warriors. After learning their true identity, they attacked Alba Longa, killed the wicked 

Amulius, and restored their grandfather to the throne. The twins then decided to found a 

town on the site where they had been saved as infants. They soon became involved in a petty 

quarrel, however, and Remus was slain by his brother. Romulus then became ruler of the 

settlement, which was named “Rome” after him. 

 To populate his town, Romulus offered asylum to fugitives and exiles. Rome lacked women, 

however, so Romulus invited the neighboring Sabines to a festival and abducted their women. 

A war then ensued, but the Sabine women intervened to prevent the Sabine men from seizing 

Rome. A peace treaty was drawn up, and the communities merged under the joint rule of 

Romulus and the Sabine king, Titus Tatius. Tatius’s early death, perhaps perpetrated by 

Romulus, left the Roman as the sole king again. After a long and successful rule, Romulus died 

under obscure circumstances. Many Romans believed he was changed into a god and 

worshipped him as the deity Quirinus. After Romulus, there were six more kings of Rome, the 

last three believed to be Etruscans. Around 509 B.C., the Roman republic was established. 
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Another Roman foundation legend, which has its origins in ancient Greece, tells of how the 

mythical Trojan Aeneas founded Lavinium and started a dynasty that would lead to the birth 

of Romulus and Remus several centuries later. In the Iliad, an epic Greek poem probably 

composed by Homer in the eighth century B.C., Aeneas was the only major Trojan hero to 

survive the Greek destruction of Troy. A passage told of how he and his descendants would 

rule the Trojans, but since there was no record of any such dynasty in Troy, Greek scholars 

proposed that Aeneas and his followers relocated. 
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Golden Duck, Polish Folktale 

         
A long time ago in a town called Warsaw there lived a young man - Jacob. He was always the 
first one there when something unusual was going on. Friends often invited him to taverns so 
that he could entertain them with tales of his daring deeds. One thing you should know 
however, although Jacob was greatly liked by the Warsaw tavern-goers, a sense of humour 
was this young’s man only possession, for he was as poor as a church mouse. 

One night in a tavern he heard an old man spin a tale. Apparently, beneath one of the palaces 
of Warsaw there was a labyrinth, at the end of which there was a cave, full of water of an 
enchanted lake on whose surface swam a Duck. This mysterious bird guarded the entrance to 
a treasure-trove, but before you could help yourself you had to fulfil the duck’s wishes. 
Hearing this story the young man pondered for a moment and then made a decision: ‘I have 
nothing to lose – he said – and so I shall go and find this Golden Duck’. And with that he was 
on his way. 

He soon found the palace in the valley. Once in the courtyard, Jacob soon realized that the 
dwelling was uninhabited. He looked in all the windows but he could not see even the faintest 
flickering of candlelight. Then he came across an opening that led to an underground fortress. 
Step by step he made his way into the depths of the castle’s dark cellars. 

Suddenly, the cave, gleaming with gold, appeared before his eyes. Its interior was filled with 
crystal-clear water on which the Golden Duck was gracefully gliding. Its plumage was of the 
finest ore and a precious crown adorned its head. ‘Come here, intrepid one - the Duck 
proclaimed in a human voice. – You have found what you were looking for. All you see is yours 
to keep, but first a test you  have to pass – said the Duck – This hundred ducats you shall take 
and in a day spend it all, but on yourself and no one else, not even those you hold most dear.’ 

Jacob departed the underground fortress, bearing in his hand a pouch containing a hundred 
ducats. He made his way to the most renowned tailor where he treated himself to a new shirt, 
a magnificent pair of trousers, a coat and a roguish hat with a feather. Then he headed to a 
shoemaker who fashioned him a beautiful pair of boots with spurs. Next he took himself to the 
finest tavern in Warsaw, to eat and drink his fill. Jacob was overjoyed at having acquired such 
a great fortune and he did not breathe a word to anyone. 
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The young man continued to astound everyone by acquiring more and more new things, 
including a horse and carriage and a golden signet ring. In the evening he went to the theatre. 
He spent a small fortune in order to occupy the seat next to the king himself and watch the 
play in magnificent company. ‘As soon as I get hold of the Golden Duck’ treasure – Jacob 
mused – I shall ask for the princess’s hand in marriage and then build a palace where I will live 
healthily and wealthily ever after’. Overcome by his dreams, the lad fell asleep with a sweet 
smile on his face… 

When he awoke, the play had long finished. He peered into his purse in order to count his 
ducats, but all that remained was one solitary golden coin. ‘I’ll buy a jug of the finest wine and 
some cake and without a penny to my name I shall return to the Golden Duck and claim my 
reward’ – Jacob reasoned. Shortly afterwards, he spotted a beggar, a poorly dressed war-worn 
soldier, dying of hunger. The beggar reached out to him and in exhausted voice pleaded: ‘Kind 
sir, help my poor soul and give me a crust of bread for it is a week since a morsel of food last 
passed my lips’. Without a second thought, Jacob reached into his purse, pulled out the only 
remaining enchanted coin and tucked it into the beggar’s hand. 

Then suddenly, with a crash and a flash the Golden Duck appeared, its voice reverberating all 
around: ‘You did not keep your word, nor our deal, when you gave the poor beggar a meal. 
And today, though you are in great need, a poor life once again you shall lead. Now the goods 
that my gold for you bought in the blink of an eye will now come to nought’. Jacob could not 
believe his eyes. Where a carriage had stood, he saw a pile of ashes. His beautiful clothes were 
no more and his signet had simply vanished. Jacob wept for his lost fortune. He then looked 
at the beggar. The old man smiled and said: ‘Your good heartedness has triumphed over greed 
and true treasure is not enchanted gold but a generous spirit and a pair of hands eager to 
work. That is the way to gain a fortune and the goodwill of others’. 

Jacob took heed of the beggar’s advice and, having recovered from the loss of the magic 
treasure, found himself a job as a shoemaker. Jacob was greatly talented and learned his trade 
so well that in no time he was making the finest shoes in all of Warsaw. He was known far and 
wide for his wares and even the king’s daughter placed an order for slippers with him. To 
commemorate the young man’s encounter with the Golden Duck, the inhabitants of Warsaw 
built a fountain in the image of the Golden Duck and positioned it in the castle courtyard, 
beneath which the enchanted lake was to be found. 

Retrieved from http://www.polish4kids.com 

 

 

http://www.polish4kids.com/
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   THE KISS BY GUSTAVO ADOLFO BECQUER - Spain 
(Adapted version for students) 
                                           CHAPTER I 
 
NARRATOR 1: 
When a división of the French Army, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, took 
possesion of historic Toledo, the officers in command, not unaware of the danger to which 
French soldiers were exposed in Spanish towns by being quartered in separate lodgings, 
commenced to fit up as barracks the largest and best edifices of the city. 
 
Such was the state of affairs in the famous old town, scene of the evnt which I am about to 
recount, when one night, already late, there entered in the city, muffled in the dark army-
cloaks and deafening the narrow, lonely streets, from the Gate of the Sun to the Zocodover , 
with the clang o the weapons and the resounding beat ot the hoofs that struck sparks from 
the flintyway, one hundred or so of these tall dragoons, dashing, mettlesome fellows, whom 
our grandmothers still tell about with admiration. 

                                                          
 
 The force was commanded by a youthful officer, riding about thirty paces in advance of his 
troop.                                                                                
CAPTAIN: “In sooth, which is our lodging? 
SARGEANT: “But what would you, my captain?. In the palace there is not room for another 
grain of wheat, much less for a man; of San Juan de los Reyes there is no use talking, for it has 
reached such a point that in one of the friar’s cells are sleeping fifteen hussars. The monastery 
to which I am taking you was not so bad. They have left the church for us.” 
CAPTAIN: “Ah, well. An ill lodging is better tan none. At all events, in case of rain,_not unlikely, 
judging from the massing of the clouds,_we shall be under cover, and that is something.” 
SARGEANT: “ Here is your lodging.” 
NARRATOR 1: Since the church of the monastery was thoroughly disamantled, the soldiers 
who occupied the other parts of the building had thought that the doors were now a trifle less 
tan useless and, piece by piece, had wrenched off one to-day, another to-morrow, to make 
bonfires for warming themselves at night. 
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Our young officer, therefore, did not have to delay for turning of keys or drawing of bolts 
before penetrating into the heart of the sanctuary. 
           

 
 
                                              CHAPTER II 
NARRATOR 2:  
But our hero, young though he was, had already become familiar with those shiftings of the 
scene in a soldier’s life, in five minutes he was snoring with more tranquillity than King Joseph 
himself in his palace at Madrid. 
The soldiers making pillows of the saddles, followed his example, and little by little the 
murmur of their voices died away. 
NARRATOR 3: 
As was to be expected, among those officers who, according to their custom, gathered on the 
following day to take the air and chat a little in the Zocodover, the dish of gossip was supplied 
by nothing else than the arrival of the dragoons, whose leader was left in the former chapter 
sleeping off the fatigues of the march. Suddenly in Zocodover our gallant captain appeared, 
he was no longer obscured by his voluminous army-cloak, but sporting a great shining helmet 
with a plume of white feathers, a turquoise-blue coat with scarlet facings, and a magnificent 
two-handed sword in a steel scabbard. As soon as he saw an officer, a former chum, off he 
went to meet him and bid him welcome. 
As the conversation went on. 
OFFICER 1: “And speaking of lodgings, what sort of a night did you have in yours? 
CAPTAIN: “We lacked for nothing and if it is the truth that I slept but little, the cause of my 
insomnia is well worth the pains of wakefulness. A vigil in the society of a charming woman is 
surely not the worst of the evils.” 
OFFICER 1: “A woman! This is what they call ending the pilgrimage and kissing the saint” 
OFFICER 2: “Perhaps it is some flame of the Capital who follows him to Madrid to make his 
exile more endurable.” 
CAPTAIN: “Oh no! Nothing of the sort. I swear to you, on the word of a gentleman, I had never 
seen her before, nor had I dreamed finding so gracious a hostess in so bad a hostelry. It is 
altogether what one might call a genuine adventure.” 
CHORUS: “Tell it! Tell it! 
CAPTAIN: I was sleeping last night but I was startled wide-awake, - by a horrible uproar, such 
an uproar that it deafened me for an instant and left my ears, a full minute after, humming as 
if a horse-fly were singing on my cheek. It was the first stroke which I heard of that diabolical 
campana gorda . In the uncertain moonlight which entered the church through the narrow 
Moorish window of the chancel wall, I saw a woman keeling at the altar.” 
NARRATOR 2: 
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The officers exchanged glances of mingled astonishment and incredulity; the captain, without 
heeding the impression his narrative was making, continued as follows.” 
CAPTAIN: “Her oval face, on which we saw stamped the seal, delicate and spiritual, of 
emaciation, her harmonious features full of a gentle, melancholy sweetness, her intense 
pallor, the perfect lines of her slender figure. I scarcely dared to breath, fearing that a breath 
might dissolve my enchantment. She remained motionless.” 
 
OFFICER 3: “but- how come that woman there? Did you not speak to her? Did she not explain 
to you her presence in that place?” 
CAPTAIN: “ I decided not to address to her , because I was sure that she would not answer me, 
nor see me, nor hear me.” 
OFFICER 1: “Was she deaf?” 
OFFICER 2: “Was she blind?” 
OFFICER 3: “Was she dumb?” 
CAPTAIN: “She was all at once, for she was – marble.” 
OFFICER 1: “We will make a complete thing of it. As for this sort of ladies, I have more than a 
thousand, a regular seraglio, in San Juan de los Reyes.” 
CAPTAIN: “Oh no! I am sure that they cannot be like mine. Mine is a true Castilian dame of 
high degree, who by a miracle of sculpture appears not to have been buried in a sepulchre.” 
OFFICER 2:”You are so plausible that you will end by making us believe in the fable of Galatea.” 
CAPTAIN: For my part, I admit that I had always supposed it nonsense, but since last night I 
begin to comprehend the passion of the Greek sculptor.” 
OFFICER 3: “Considering the peculiar circumstances of your new lady, I presume you would 
have no objection to presenting us.” 
CHORUS: “We will take no refusal. We must see her.” 
 
                                       CHAPTER III 
 
NARRATOR 2:  
It was now a good hour since the peaceful in habitants of Toledo had secured with key and 
bolt massive door of their ancient mansions; the campana gorda of the cathedral was ringing 
curfew, when ten or twelve officers, who had been gradually assembling in the Zocodover , 
took the road leading thence to the monastery where the captain was lodged. 
NARRATOR 1:  
The captain, who did the honours of his lodging with the same punctiliousness which he would 
have observed in his own house turned to his guests and said: 
CAPTAIN: “We will, if you please, pass the refreshment room. I have the pleasure of presenting 
you to the lady of my dreams. I am sure you will grant that I have not exaggerated her beauty.” 
NARRATOR 1:  
The officers turned their eyes towards the point which their friend designated, an 
exclamations of astonishment broke involuntarily from the lips of all. 
OFFICER 1: “In truth, an angel!” 
OFFICER 2: “A pity she is marble” 
OFFICER 3: “Well- might illusion though it be- the neighbourhood of such a woman suffice to 
keep one from closing eye the whole night through.” 
OFFICER 1: “And you don`t know who she is?” 
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CAPTAIN: “She is called Doña Elvira de Castaneda, and by my hopes of salvation, if the copy 
resembles the original, this should be the most notable woman of her time.” 
NARRATOR 2: 
After these brief explanations, the guests, who did not lose sight of the principal object of the 
gathering, proceeded to uncork some of the bottles.” 
In proportion as their libations became more copious and frequent, and the fumes of the 
foaming champagne commenced to cloud the brains the animation increased. 
The captain sat drinking in silence, like a man distraught, without moving his eyes from the 
statue of Doña Elvira. 
CHORUS: “Come, give us a toast” A toast! A toast! 

                                                       
NARRATOR 3:  
The young host hook the cup, rose and, lifting it on high, turned to face the statue of the 
warrior standing beside Doña Elvira. 
 
 

                                                    
 
CAPTAIN: “Don’t suppose that I have a grudge against you for being my rival. On the contrary, 
old lad, I admire you for a patient husband.” 
“Flesh and bone! Misery and corruption!” 
“Oh, yes, a kiss! Only a kiss of thine can calm the fire which is consuming me.” 
OFFICER 1: “Captain!” 
What made foolery would you commit? Enough of jesting! Leave the dead in peace.” 
NARRATOR 1: 
The young host did not even hear the warnings of his friends; staggering, groping his way, he 
reached the tomb and approached the statue of Doña Elvira. And then he kissed her. 
                                                  
 
WHAT HAPPENED NEXT??¿¿?? 
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Your end: 
 
 
Photos:  Adapted from the translation by Johnnie Hoghe, Cornelia Frances Bates, Katherine 
Lee Bates.  Hogue Press 
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Woman deceives the devil - Croatia 

 

One man had a wife. He was very suspicious so they fought all the time. She would always 

overpower him.  

One day the man caught the devil. The devil asked him to let him go, but the man said: 'I'll let 

you go if you fool my wife.' 

The devil answered: 'Put me in a bottle, take me home and leave me there. Forbid your wife 

to look into the bottle and leave the house. She will come to see what's in the bottle and when 

she opens it, I'll escape.  

When you come home, go check the bottle and you'll see that I'm not inside.  

Then you can make your point, prove to her that she's not listening to her husband and finally 

win.' 

So it was. The man put the devil in the bottle, brought him home and told his wife: 

'Here, now we will see how loyal you are. The bottle should stand here untouched until I come 

back. If you touch it, i will know. I”ll test your loyalty.' 

His wife did not say a word.  

At dawn, husband went to get some wood and she stayed home. As soon as he left, she went 

into the room and looked at the bottle.  For a moment the bottle seemed red, then turned to 

gold, yellow and green. She couldn’t believe her eyes, so she took the bottle in her hand, but 

it was clearly empty.  

She went back to work, but when she turned around once again, the bottle was changing the 

colours again, from yellow to red, to blue and gold. Seeing that, she came back and  took the 

bottle into her hands to check if it was really empty. It turned out it was just like before. Seeing 

it, she started thinking whether to open it or not, but she was afraid her husband might find 

out, so she gave up. However, overwhelmed by female curiosity, in the end she opened it up. 

A handsome man immediately jumped out. She was confused and asked: 'Where have you 

come from?' 

The devil said that he was in the bottle. 

She told him: 'I don’t believe that you can fit in there.' 

They were arguing for quite some time, but ultimately the woman said: 'I will never believe 

you that you were inside the bottle till I see it with my own eyes.' 

The devil answered: 'Well, now you'll see it yourself. 

The devil went inside again and the woman quickly shut the bottle.  

The devil realized that the woman deceived him, so he tried to persuade her to release him, 

but he did not succeed. 

She left and the devil got stuck in the bottle. 

When her husband came back home, he saw that the devil was still there, therefore the 

woman proved her loyalty.  

And ever since, they lived in the greatest harmony. 
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The bridge of Arta-  Greece 
 

 
 
Greek folk tale has it that the bridge of Arta, a town in Epirus, in the north-west part of Greece, 
was built only after the master builder’s wife was sacrificed there.  
The builders would spend the whole day building the bridge, but every night it would collapse.  
Forty-five builders and sixty builder’s apprentices, renowned for their skills in building,   took 
pains to lay its foundations, but to no avail. This had an effect on the builders’ psychology; 
they were devastated as they spent the whole day working hard and every single morning saw 
the bridge in ruins.  
One day, while they were wondering why their work never paid off, a bird flew by. The bird 
told them that if they wanted to complete their work, somebody had to be sacrificed. As if the 
news weren’t bad enough, they were told that the person to die should be no other than the 
master mason’s beautiful wife.  
The young woman would visit her husband at work every day. Nobody dared tell her what the 
future had in store for her. The mason, being devastated, tried to protect her and asked the 
bird to deliver her a message: “Please be late, today”. But, she misheard the message. She ran 
as fast as she could to meet her husband. Been tricked to look for the mason’s ring that had 
fallen into the foundations of the first arch of the bridge, she was buried alive.  
As she was being built into the bridge, the workers could hear her put a curse on the 
construction: “Every passer-by shall fall like a leaf from a tree and the bridge shall tremble like 
the leaves on a walnut tree”. But she was reminded that her beloved brother, who lived in a 
foreign land, might cross the bridge. So, she changed her curse into a blessing. “As the tall 
mountains tremble, so the bridge shall tremble, and when birds of prey fall from the sky, 
passers-by shall fall off the bridge”.  
To this day, the bridge stands tall in the beautiful landscape in Arta’s mountains. Dating as far 
back as the seventeenth century, it is a fascinating monument with a great tale behind it. 
Without a doubt, it’s worth visiting.  
  Translated from Greek folk song into English by Katerina Florous for C.H.A.N.C.E. Erasmus project.  
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THE LAMB WITH THE GOLDEN FLEECE. - Hungary 
There was once a poor man who had a son, and as the son grew up his father sent him out to 

look for work. The son travelled about looking for a place, and at last met with a man who 

arranged to take him as a shepherd. Next day his master gave him a flute, and sent him out 

with the sheep to see whether he was fit for his work. The lad never lay down all day, very 

unlike many lazy fellows. He drove his sheep from place to place and played his flute all day 

long.  

There was among the sheep a lamb with golden fleece, which, whenever he played his flute, 

began to dance. The lad became very fond of this lamb, and made up his mind not to ask any 

wages of his master, but only this little lamb. In the evening he returned home; his master 

waited at the gate; and, when he saw the sheep all there and all well-fed, he was very pleased, 

and began to bargain with the lad, who said he wished for nothing but the lamb with the 

golden fleece. The farmer was very fond of the lamb himself, and it was with great 

unwillingness he promised it; but he gave in afterwards when he saw what a good servant the 

lad made.  

The year passed away; the lad received the lamb for his wages, and set off home with it. As 

they journeyed night set in just as he reached a village, so he went to a farmhouse to ask for 

a night's lodging.  There was a daughter in the house who when she saw the lamb with the 

golden fleece determined to steal it. About midnight she arose, and the moment she touched 

the lamb she stuck hard-and-fast to its fleece, so that when the lad got up he found her stuck 

to the lamb. He could not separate them, and as he could not leave his lamb he took them 

both.  

As he passed the third door from the house where he had spent the night he took out his flute 

and began to play. Then the lamb began to dance, and on the wool the girl. Round the corner 

a woman was putting bread into the oven; looking up she saw the lamb dancing, and on its 

wool the girl. Seizing the peel in order to frighten the girl, she rushed out and shouted, "Get 

away home with you, don't make such a fool of yourself." As the girl continued dancing the 

woman called out, "What, won't you obey?" and gave her a blow on her back with the peel, 

which at once stuck to the girl, and the woman to the peel, and the lamb carried them all off.  

As they went they came to the church. Here the lad began to play again, the lamb began to 

dance, and on the lamb's fleece the girl, and on the girl's back the peel, and at the end of the 

peel the woman. Just then the priest was coming out from matins, and seeing what was going 

on began to scold them, and bid them go home and not to be so foolish. As words were of no 

avail, he hit the woman a sound whack on her back with his cane, when to his surprise the 

cane stuck to the woman, and he to the end of his cane.  

With this nice company the lad went on; and towards dark reached the royal borough and 

took lodgings at the end of the town for the night with an old woman. "What news is there?" 

said he. The old woman told him they were in very great sorrow, for the king's daughter was 

very ill, and that no physician could heal her, but that if she could but be made to laugh she 

would be better at once; that no one had as yet been able to make her smile; and moreover 
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the king had issued that very day a proclamation stating that whoever made her laugh should 

have her for his wife, and share the royal power.  

The lad with the lamb could scarcely wait till daylight, so anxious was he to try his fortune. In 

the morning he presented himself to the king and stated his business and was very graciously 

received. The daughter stood in the hall at the front of the house; the lad then began to play 

the flute, the lamb to dance, on the lamb's fleece the girl, on the girl's back the peel, at the 

end of the peel the woman, on the woman's back the cane, and at the end of the cane the 

priest. When the princess saw this sight she burst out laughing, which made the lamb so glad 

that it shook everything off its back, and the lamb, the girl, the woman, and the priest each 

danced by themselves for joy. 

The king married his daughter to the shepherd; the priest was made court-chaplain; the 

woman court bakeress; and the girl lady-in-waiting to the princess. 

The wedding lasted from one Monday to the other Tuesday, and the whole land was in great 

joy, and if the strings of the fiddle hadn't broken they would have been dancing yet! 

 
 

source: http://www.gutenberg.org The Folk-Tales Of The Magyars., www.veol.hu 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gutenberg.org/
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THE ADVENTURES OF PINOCCHIO By Carlo Collodi - Italy 
The story begins in Tuscany, Italy. A carpenter named Master Antonio, but whom everyone 
calls Master Cherry, has found a block of pinewood which he plans to carve into a leg for his 
table. When he begins, however, the log shouts out. Frightened by the talking log, Master 
Cherry gives it to his neighbor Geppetto, an extremely poor man who plans to make a living 
as a puppeteer in hopes of earning "a crust of bread and a glass of wine". 
Geppetto carves the block into a boy and names him "Pinocchio". As soon as Pinocchio's nose 
has been carved, it begins to grow with his congenital impudence. Before he is even built, 
Pinocchio already has a mischievous attitude; no sooner than Geppetto is finished carving 
Pinocchio's feet does the puppet proceed to kick him. Once the puppet has been finished and 
Geppetto teaches him to walk, Pinocchio runs out the door and away into the town. He is 
caught by a Carabiniere, who assumes Pinocchio has been mistreated and imprisons 
Geppetto. 
Left alone, Pinocchio heads back to Geppetto's house to get something to eat. Once he arrives 
at home, a talking cricket who has lived in the house for over a century warns him of the perils 
of disobedience and hedonism. In retaliation, Pinocchio throws a hammer at the cricket, more 
accurately than he intended to, and accidentally kills it. That evening, Pinocchio falls asleep 
with his feet on the stove, and wakes to find that they have burned off. Geppetto is released 
from prison and makes Pinocchio a new pair of feet. In gratitude, Pinocchio promises to attend 
school, and Geppetto sells his only coat to buy him a school book. 
On his way to school the next morning, Pinocchio encounters the Great Marionette Theatre, 
and he sells his school book in order to buy a ticket for the show. The marionettes on stage 
recognize him in the audience and call out to him, angering the puppet master Mangiafuoco. 
The puppet master initially decides to use Pinocchio as firewood but ultimately releases him 
and gives him five gold pieces to give to Geppetto. 
As Pinocchio travels home to give the coins to his father, he meets a fox and a cat. The Cat 
pretends to be blind, and the Fox pretends to be lame. The two animals convince Pinocchio 
that if he plants his coins in the Field of Miracles outside, they will grow into a tree with gold 
coins. They stop at an inn, where the Fox and the Cat gorge themselves on food at Pinocchio's 
expense and ask to be awoken by midnight. Two hours before the set time, the pair abandon 
Pinocchio, leaving him to pay for the meal with one of his coins. They instruct the innkeeper 
to tell Pinocchio  that they would meet Pinocchio at the Field of Miracles in the morning. 
They take off ahead of Pinocchio and disguise themselves as bandits. The disguised Fox and 
Cat ambush Pinocchio, but the puppet escapes to a white house. Upon knocking on the door, 
Pinocchio is greeted by a young fairy with turquoise hair who says she is dead and waiting for 
a hearse. Unfortunately, the bandits catch him and hang him in a tree. After a while, the Fox 
and Cat get tired of waiting for the puppet to suffocate, and they leave. 
The Fairy rescues Pinocchio and sends for Geppetto to come and live with them in the forest 
cottage. 
 
When Pinocchio heads out to meet his father, he once again encounters the Fox and the Cat 
They remind the puppet of the Field of Miracles, and finally, he agrees to go with them and 
plant his gold. They finally reach  the Field of Miracles. Pinocchio buries his coins and then 
leaves for the twenty minutes that it will take for his gold to grow into gold coin trees. After 
Pinocchio leaves, the Fox and the Cat dig up the coins and run away. 
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Pinocchio robbed and alone heads back to the Fairy's house in the forest, but when he gets  
where the cottage was, finds nothing but a gravestone, and believes that the Fairy has died of 
sorrow. 
A friendly pigeon sees Pinocchio mourning the Fairy's death and offers to give him a ride to 
the seashore, where Geppetto is building a boat in which to search for Pinocchio. Pinocchio is 
washed ashore when he tries to swim to his father. Geppetto is then swallowed by The 
Terrible Dogfish. Pinocchio accepts a ride from a dolphin to the nearest island called the Island 
of Busy Bees. Upon arriving on the Island of Busy Bees, Pinocchio can only get food in return 
for labor. Pinocchio offers to carry a lady's jug home in return for food and water. When they 
get to the lady's house, Pinocchio recognizes the lady as the Fairy, now miraculously old 
enough to be his mother. She says she will act as his mother, and Pinocchio will begin going 
to school. She hints that if Pinocchio does well in school and tries his hardest to be good for 
one whole year, then he will become a real boy. 
Pinocchio does excellently in school and passes with high honors. The Fairy promises that 
Pinocchio will be a real boy the next day and says he should invite all his friends to a party. He 
goes to invite everyone, but he is sidetracked when he meets a boy nicknamed Lucignolo who 
is about to go to a place called Toyland where everyone plays all day and never works. 
Pinocchio goes along with him when they are taken  by The Coachman, and they have a 
wonderful time for the next five months. 
One morning in the fifth month, Pinocchio and Lucignolo awake with donkeys' ears. A 
Dormouse tells Pinocchio that boys who do nothing but play and never work always turn into 
donkeys while they are in Toyland. Soon both Pinocchio and Lucignolo are fully transformed, 
and Pinocchio is sold to a circus by The Coachman. He is trained by the ringmaster to do tricks 
until he falls and sprains his leg. The ringmaster then sells Pinocchio to a man who wants to 
skin him and make a drum. The man throws the donkey into the sea to drown him. But when 
the man goes to retrieve the corpse, all he finds is a living marionette. Pinocchio explains that 
the fish ate all the donkey skin off him, and he is now a puppet again. 
Pinocchio dives back into the water and swims out to sea. When the Terrible Dogfish appears, 
Pinocchio swims from it, but is swallowed by it. Inside the Dogfish, Pinocchio unexpectedly 
finds Geppetto, who has been living on a ship inside the Dogfish. Pinocchio and Geppetto 
manage to escape the monster and search for a place to stay. 
Pinocchio and Geppetto pass two beggars: the Fox and the Cat. The Cat has really become 
blind, and the Fox has really become lame and is also thin, is almost hairless, and has chopped 
off his tail to sell for food. The Fox and the Cat plead for food or money, but Pinocchio rebuffs 
them and tells them that their misfortunes have served them right for their wickedness. 
Geppetto and Pinocchio arrive at a small house, which is home to the Talking Cricket. The 
Talking Cricket says they can stay and reveals that he got his house from a little goat with 
turquoise hair. Pinocchio gets a job doing work for a farmer and recognizes the farmer's dying 
donkey as his friend Lucignolo. 
 
After long months of working for the farmer and supporting the ailing Geppetto, Pinocchio 
goes to town with the forty pennies he has saved to buy himself a new suit. He discovers that 
the Fairy is ill and needs money. Pinocchio instantly gives  all the money he has to save the 
Fairy. That night, he dreams that he is visited by the Fairy, who kisses him. When he wakes up, 
he is a real boy at last. His former puppet body lies lifeless on a chair. Furthermore, Pinocchio 
finds that the Fairy has left him a new suit, boots, and a bag in which he thinks are the forty 
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pennies that he originally gave to her. Instead, the boy is shocked to find forty freshly-minted 
gold coins. Geppetto also returns to health.  
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How the treasurer rewarded an old miner – Silesian folk tale, Poland 
 

   Older miners used to say that the menacing 

mine ghost, called the Treasurer (Skarbnik) was a fair creature, helping the hard-working, 

honest workers and warning them against disasters. Sometimes the Treasurer — dressed as a 

mine foreman, holding a lamp and a pickaxe — ordered the miners to leave the gallery right 

away and soon after there was a collapse or a methane explosion. The Treasurer knew where 

the tunnels with gold were and hated when the miners whistled underground. 

Once he showed his treasures to one of the miners, a very decent hard-working chap. 

He helped everybody, shared advice, instructed the younger ones, and was a truly dedicated 

worker himself. On his last shift before retirement, the miner was walking along the dark 

gallery, recalling all those years spent in the mine and all those fellow miners who had worked 

with him but were already dead by then. He was wondering how he would be passing his time 

once he retired. Suddenly, he wondered at the strange silence. Usually, there was noise from 

fellow miners’ talk and work, but at that moment there was nothing. And the gallery itself 

seemed somewhat different. All of a sudden, some unknown foreman with a long grey beard 

and strangely glowing eyes appeared. ‘Follow me’ — he said to the old miner and led him up 

some long, winding gallery. ‘It is the Treasurer’, thought the miner and trembled with fear. 

Suddenly the Treasurer stopped and held up the lantern. When lit, the walls of the gallery 

were glittering with pure gold. ‘Go on, old companion, take it.’ said the mine ghost — ‘You 

were a good miner and an honest man. Do you remember that old mouse which you fed with 

the breadcrumbs even though you were hungry yourself? That was me. Now it is time for a 

reward. Take as much gold as you can hold in your pocket and bag.’ After that, the Treasurer 

disappeared. The miner, stunned, filled his bag and pocket with gold, and then heard some 

quiet tapping in the long distance. He went in that direction and in this way was able to reach 

the main pit-shaft. The miner decided that he did not need such riches. He divided up the gold 
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and gave it away to those who needed it most. He spent the rest of the old on a golden pipe, 

and puffing away at it — he often told children about the mine, the mining community and 

the fair Treasurer.  

   

 
Retrieved from https://www.sbc.org.pl/dlibra/publication 
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The Magic mirror   Spanish folktale 

 

It was proclaimed throughout the kingdom of Granada that the king had decided on 
marrying. The news was first told to the court barber, then to the night watchmen, and, in the 
third place, to the oldest woman in the city of Granada. 

The barber told all his customers, who again told all their friends. The night watchmen in 
crying the hour proclaimed the news in a loud voice, so that all the maidens were kept awake 
by thinking of the news, and by day they were being constantly reminded by all the old dueñas 
that the king had resolved to marry. 

After the news had become somewhat stale, the question was asked, “Who is the king going 
to marry?” To which the barber made reply, that probably “he would marry a woman.” 

“A woman!” exclaimed his hearers. “Why, what else could he marry?” 

“Not all women are worthy the name,” answered the barber. “Some more resemble the 
unbaptized, of whom I say, abernuncio.” 

“But what mean you, good friend?” demanded his customers. “Is not the king to find a 
woman for wife in our land of Spain?” 

“He would,” replied the barber, “with greater ease find the reverse; but to find a woman 
worthy to be his wife I shall have great trouble.” 

“What, you?” exclaimed all of them. “What have you got to do with providing the king with 
a wife?” 

“I am under royal licence, remember,” said he of the razor; “for I am the only man in the 
kingdom permitted to rub the royal features. I am the possessor of the magic mirror also, into 
which if any woman not being thoroughly good shall look, the blemishes on her character will 
appear as so many spots on its surface.” 

“Is this one of the conditions?” asked all. 

“This is the sole condition,” replied the barber, placing his thumbs in the armholes of his 
waistcoat and looking very wise. 

“But is there no limit as to age?” they again inquired. 

“Any woman from eighteen years upwards is eligible,” said the possessor of the mirror. 

“Then you will have every woman in Granada claiming the right to be queen!” all exclaimed. 
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“But, first of all, they will have to justify their claim, for I will not take any woman at her 
word. No; she will have to gaze into the mirror with me by her side,” continued the barber. 

The sole condition imposed on those who desired to become Queen of Granada was made 
known, and was much ridiculed, as may naturally be supposed; but, strange to say, no woman 
applied to the barber to have a look into the mirror. 

Days and weeks went by, but the king was no nearer getting a wife. Some generous ladies 
would try and prevail on their lady friends to make the trial, but none seemed ambitious of 
the honour. 

The king, be it known, was a very handsome man, and was beloved by all his subjects for 
his many virtues; therefore it was surprising that none of the lovely ladies who attended court 
should try to become his wife. 

Many excuses and explanations were given. Some were already engaged to be married, 
others professed themselves too proud to enter the barber’s shop, while others assured their 
friends that they had resolved on remaining single. 

The latter seem to have been cleverer in their excuses, for it was soon observable that no 
man in Granada would marry, assigning as a reason for this that until the king was suited they 
would not think of marrying; though the real cause may have been due to the objection of the 
ladies to look into the mirror. 

The fathers of families were much annoyed at the apparent want of female ambition in their 
daughters, while the mothers were strangely silent on the matter. 

Every morning the king would ask the barber if any young lady had ventured on looking into 
the mirror; but the answer was always the same—that many watched his shop to see if others 
went there, but none had ventured in. 

“Ah, Granada, Granada!” exclaimed the king; “hast thou no daughter to offer thy king? In 
this Alhambra did my predecessors enjoy the company of their wives; and am I to be denied 
this natural comfort?” 

“Royal master,” said the barber, “in those days the magic mirror was unknown and not so 
much required. Men then only studied the arts, but now is science added to their studies.” 

“You mean, then,” asked the king, “that an increase in knowledge has done no good?” 

“I mean more than that,” continued the barber; “I mean that people are worse than they 
used to be.” 

“‘God is great!’ is what these walls proclaim; to know is to be wise,” urged the king. 
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“Not always, sir,” said the barber; “for the majority of men and women in the present know 
too much and are not too wise, although some deem them wise for being cunning. There is as 
great a distance between wisdom and cunning as there is between the heavens and the 
earth.” 

“Barber,” shouted the king, “thou shalt get me a wife bright as the day, pure as dew, and 
good as gold—one who shall not be afraid to look into thy magic mirror!” 

“Sir,” replied the barber, “the only magic about my mirror is that which the evil consciences 
of the ladies of Granada conjure up. The simple shepherdess on the mountain side would 
brave the magic power of any mirror, strong in the consciousness of innocence; but would you 
marry such a lowly one?” 

“Such a woman is worthy to be a queen, for she is a pearl without price,” answered the king. 
“Go, bid her come here; and, in the presence of my assembled court, let the gentle 
shepherdess look into the mirror, after thou hast told her of the danger of so doing.” 

The barber was not long in bringing the shepherdess to court with him; and it having been 
proclaimed throughout the city that the trial was going to be made, the principal hall was soon 
filled with all the grand ladies and knights of the king’s household. 

When the shepherdess entered the royal presence she felt very shy at being surrounded by 
so much grandeur; but she knew enough about her own sex to understand that they inwardly 
considered her not quite so ugly as they audibly expressed her to be. 

The king was very much pleased with her appearance, and received her very kindly, telling 
her that if she desired to be his wife she would have to gaze into the magic mirror, and if she 
had done aught which was not consistent with her maidenly character, the mirror would show 
as many stains on its surface as there might be blemishes on her heart. 

“Sir,” replied the maiden, “we are all sinners in the sight of God, they say; but I am a poor 
shepherdess, and surrounded by my flock. I have known what it is to be loved, for, when the 
sheep have perceived danger, they have come to me for protection. The wild flowers have 
been my only ornament, the sky almost my only roof, and God my truest and best friend. 
Therefore, I fear not to look into that magic mirror; for although I have no ambition to become 
queen, yet am I not lacking in that pride which is born of the desire to be good.” 

Saying which, she walked up to the mirror and gazed into it, blushing slightly, perhaps at 
the sight of her own beauty, which before she had only seen portrayed in the still brook. 

The court ladies surrounded her; and when they saw that the magic mirror showed no stains 
on its surface, they snatched it from her, and exclaimed— 

“There is no magic in it—a cheat has been put on us!” 

But the king said— 
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“No, ladies; you have only yourselves to thank. Had you been as innocent as this 
shepherdess, who is going to be my queen, you would not have dreaded looking into the 
mirror.” 

After the marriage the barber was heard to say, that as the magic mirror had now lost its 
virtue, who could tell but what this charm might be restored to Granada? 
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